CIVICS
For Class – X

VII. Ideology of Pakistan and Pakistan Movement
1. Meaning and Nature of Ideology of Pakistan
2. Significance of Ideology of Pakistan for Welfare State
3. National Integrations and cohesion
4. Role of following personalities in Pakistan movement:
   i) Sir Syed Ahmad Khan
   ii) Allama Muhammad Iqbal
   iii) Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah
   iv) Formation of Muslim League 1906
   v) Muhammad Ali Jinnah’s 14 points – 1930
   vi) Lahore resolution – 1940
   vii) 3rd June Plan and emergence of Pakistan
   viii) Initial Problems forced by Pakistan

VIII. Constitutional Development in Pakistan
1. A brief survey of constitutional development in Pakistan
2. Objectives resolution
4. Islamic provisions of the 1973 constitution

IX. Local Government in Pakistan
1. Meaning of local self-Government
2. Brief history of local self-Government in Pakistan
3. Devolution of power plan of Military regime - an introduction
4. Structure and functions

X. Pakistan and its Neighbours
1. Introduction to Neighbouring countries – Afghanistan, China, Iran, India
2. Relations with Neighbouring Countries